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Víctor Carrasco
Born in Valencia (Spain) in 1974, Victor Carrasco began his
professional career after graduating Cum Laude in Industrial
Design Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Valencia.
Shying away from trends and fads, he has developed and
positioned international brands with remarkable added value,
thanks to his passion for synthesis, sustainable growth and
his pragmatic vision of the future.
Since 2007, he has been combining his position as strategic director of Viccarbe with that of Director Business Development for the prestigious American multinational Coalesse
(Steelcase Inc.). Likewise, as an industrial designer, he has collaborated with numerous international companies.
He was the recipient of the Prince Felipe Award for Business
Excellence and he has also won the German Design Award.
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Maarten
Plastic

The sustainability
of Maarten Plastic
starts in the choice
of its material

Collection designed by Victor Carrasco, 2019

Within the Viccarbe collection, Maarten breathes the spirit of
optimism, the freshness of a talent that, despite its youth, is
capable of fitting among the most veteran of democratic design.
No matter which element of the family we choose, we can always
talk about its friendly silhouette and its seat of symmetrical
shapes that has now included a sustainable polypropylene to
its range of available finishes. Plastic is a clever ingredient when
designing democratic and long-lasting furniture. But, it needs to
be recyclable and -if possible- recycled. It’s all about durability.
Now you can also add an upholstered cushion to your seat and
oak finish armrests as an unexpected counterpoint to the plastic, or add four wooden legs for both the chair and stool.

In these pages, Maarten Plastic family including chairs
and stools
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Maarten Plastic & Learning
Educational Spaces — Which are the benefits
of polypropylene over upholstery for
educational spaces? All of them and many
more: lightness, simplicity, resistance and
without a doubt, ease of cleaning.

On this page, a picture of an auditorium with Maarten
Plastic chairs, sled base. Below, image of a coffee
place with Maarten Plastic chairs, pyramid base

On this page, a picture of Maarten table with
casters in white finish with Maarten Plastic
chairs, pyramid base
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On these pages, a picture of Trestle table stained in
ash with Maarten Plastic chairs, pyramid base with
casters, cushion and woodden arms
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Maarten Plastic Stool

Maarten Plastic
NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Maarten Plastic chair
4 legs base

Maarten Plastic
swivel bar stool with
wooden arms

Maarten Plastic
swivel bar stool with cushion

Maarten Plastic
bar stool sled base,
low backrest

NEW

Maarten Plastic
swivel counter stool

Maarten Plastic
swivel counter stool
with cushion
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Maarten Plastic bar stool
4 wooden legs, low backrest

NEW

Maarten Plastic
counter stool sled base,
low backrest
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NEW

Maarten Plastic counter
stool 4 wooden legs,
low backrest

Maarten Plastic chair
sled base

NEW

Maarten Plastic chair
sled base with cushion

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base &
wooden arms

NEW

Maarten Plastic bar stool
swivel base, low backrest

NEW

Maarten Plastic chair
flat swivel base

Maarten Plastic chair
swivel base & arms

Maarten Plastic chair
swivel wooden base

Maarten Plastic chair
five casters base

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base
with casters

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base
with casters & wooden arms

Maarten Plastic chair
swivel wooden base &
wooden arms

Maarten Plastic chair
4 wooden legs

Maarten Plastic counter
stool swivel base,
low backrest
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Maarten Plastic Chair
Technical Info - EN
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FOUR LEGS BASE

FLAT SWIVEL BASE

51 cm | 20.08”

57 cm | 22.44”

51 cm | 20.08”

50 cm | 21.26”

44 cm | 17.72”
37 cm | 14.57”

44 cm | 17.72”

44 cm | 17.72”

45 cm | 17.72”

45 cm | 17.72”

48 cm | 18.90”

37 cm | 14.57”

82 cm | 31.28”

48 cm | 18.90”

MAAPLPIC
plastic with cusion

82 cm | 31.28”

37 cm | 14.57”

82 cm | 31.28”

48 cm | 18.90”

82 cm | 31.28”

37 cm | 14.57”

48 cm | 18.89”

48 cm | 18.89”

PYRAMID CASTERS SWIVEL BASE
MAAPLPIRU
plastic
48 cm | 18.90”

37 cm | 14.57”

50 cm | 21.26”

37 cm | 14.57”

48 cm | 18.90”

44 cm | 17.72”

45 cm | 17.72”

82 cm | 31.28”

48 cm | 18.90”

45 cm | 17.72”

82 cm | 31.28”

37 cm | 14.57”

MAAPLPIRUC
plastic with cushion

50 cm | 19.68”

50 cm | 21.26”

SLED BASE

37 cm | 14.57”

82 cm | 31.28”

MAAPLMC
plastic with cushion

82 cm | 31.28”

MAAPLM
plastic

44 cm | 17.72”

SWIVEL WOODEN BASE

50 cm | 19.68”

FIVE CASTERS BASE

51 cm | 20.08”
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51 cm | 20.08”

37 cm | 14.57”

48 cm | 18.90”

44 cm | 17.72”

44 cm | 17.72”
57 cm | 22.44”
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48 cm | 18.90”

37 cm | 14.57”

82 cm | 31.28”

37 cm | 14.57”

83 cm | 32.68”

48 cm | 18.90”

44 cm | 17.72”

83 cm | 32.68”

37 cm | 14.57”

MAAPLBR C
plastic with cushion

MAAPLBR
plastic

48 cm | 18.89”

44 cm | 17.72”

MAAPLPTC
plastic with cushion

82 cm | 31.28”

MAAPLPT
plastic

57 cm | 22.44”

48 cm | 18.89”

MAAPLPI
plastic

MAAPLC
plastic with cushion

50 cm | 21.26”

48 cm | 18.90”

37 cm | 14.57”

PYRAMID SWIVEL BASE

MAAPL
plastic

48 cm | 18.90”

48 cm | 18.90”

48 cm | 18.89”

SWIVEL BASE

48 cm | 18.90”

37 cm | 14.57”

82 cm | 31.28”

48 cm | 18.90”

44 cm | 17.72”

44 cm | 17.72”
57 cm | 22.44”

37 cm | 14.57”

MAAPLPLAC
plastic with cushion

44 cm | 17.72”

48 cm | 18.90”

MAAPLPLA
plastic

82 cm | 31.28”

37 cm | 14.57”

82 cm | 31.28”

48 cm | 18.90”

MAAPL4PC
plastic with cushion

82 cm | 31.28”

MAAPL4P
plastic

48 cm | 18.89”
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FOUR WOODEN LEGS BASE

ACCESSORIES
MAAPL4PMC
plastic with cushion

MAAPL4PM
plastic

MAB
arms
53.5 cm | 21.06”

MAABRM
wooden arms
22.5 cm | 8.85”

53.5 cm | 21.06”

19.5 cm | 7.67”
22.5 cm | 8.58”

49 cm | 19.29”

49 cm | 19.29”

MAAPLT
upholstered armrest

AUDITORIUM BASE

53.5 cm | 21.06”

MAAPLAUC
plastic with cushion
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36 cm | 14.17”

48 cm | 18.90”

36 cm | 14.17”

37 cm | 14.57”
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MAAL4P-PALA
side table
60 cm

22.5 cm | 8.85”

39.2 cm

19.5 cm | 7.67”

37 cm | 14.57”

64 cm
28.1 cm

60 cm

MAAPLAU
plastic

48 cm | 18.90”

66 cm | 25.98”

65 cm | 25.59”

49 cm | 19.29”

65 cm | 25.59”

49 cm | 19.29”

45.5 cm | 17.91”

81.5 cm | 32.08”

36 cm | 14.17”

45.5 cm | 17.91”

81.5 cm | 32.08”

36 cm | 14.17”
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FINISHES

TECHNICAL INFO

STRUCTURE | ARMS

Seat options:

Plastic ‒ Injected polypropylene seat in white, black, taupe, dusty

Powder coated

green, yellow ochre or brick.

Plastic with cushion ‒ Injected polypropylene seat in white, black,
taupe, dusty green, yellow ochre or brick with upholstered cuhion in
the finishes of our colection.
white
RAL 9003

black
RAL 9005

taupe
RAL 1019

Smooth / soft upholstery ‒ 3D curved plywood covered by

orange
RAL 2005

expanded polyurethane foam with a smooth finish.
Base options:

Four legs base ‒ Calibrated steel structure powder coated in

HPL side table

thermoreinforced polyester in white, black, taupe, altea blue or
fluorescent orange. Plastic glides in white or black. Stackable up to 4
units.

Swivel base ‒ Calibrated steel swivel structure powder coated
in thermoreinforced polyester in white, black, taupe, altea blue or
fluorescent orange. Clear polypropylene injection glides.

black
RAL 9005

Swivel wooden base ‒ Calibrated steel swivel structure finished
with oak veneer stained with the finishes of our collection. Clear
polypropylene injection glides.

POLYPROPYLENE

Sled base ‒ Calibrated steel structure powder coated in
thermoreinforced polyester in white, or black. Plastic glides in white or
black. Stackable up to 4 units.

Seat

*Flat Swivel base ‒ Injected swivel aluminium base powder coated
in thermoreinforced polyester in black or white microtexturized. Plastic
glides in black or translucent.
white
RAL 9003

black
RAL 9005

ochre
RAL 1011

*Pyramid Swivel base ‒ Injected swivel aluminium base

dusty green
RAL 7034

powder coated in thermoreinforced polyester in black or white
microtexturized. Plastic glides in black or translucent.

*Pyramid casters swivel base ‒ Injected swivel aluminium
base powder coated in thermoreinforced polyester in black or white
microtexturized with black casters.
brick
taupe
RAL 050 50 30 RAL 1019

**Five casters base ‒ Aluminum swivel base powder coated in
white or black high gloss, height adjustment system and black casters.
Arms options:

Metal arms ‒ Calibrated steel arms powder coated in
thermoreinforced polyester in black, or white.
Available for all bases and seats.

Upholstered metal armrest ‒ Calibrated steel arms powder
coated in thermoreinforced polyester in black or white and
upholstered with leather or ecoleather.
Available for all bases and seats
Not stackable with arms.

Wooden arms ‒ Calibrated steel arms powder coated in
thermoreinforced polyester in black, or white with natural wood
armrests stained with the finishes of our collection and white (open
pore).
Available for all bases and seats.

Side table ‒ HPL sidetable with aluminum mechanism and anti-panic
system. Left or right handed versions.

Available only for four metal legs base.
NOTE: Structures of the sidetable and the chair are always in the same colour.
* Microtexturized powder coated
** Highgloss powder coated
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